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VIDEO NOTES
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My number one takeaway from this video
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CHOOSING A NAME
You should now have a good idea of your business model and your core offer(s). This is 

where you make the transition from being a trainer with a business to being a business 

owner. You recognize that the secret to success and growth is relationships. Now you need 

a name that can grow with your business; it can serve as a platform that will help you scale 

and diversify.

WHAT’S IN A NAME?
If your name carries influence, meaning you’re a recognized brand, you may want to choose 

your name. David Beckham is associated with soccer and children’s humanitarian rights. 

Most products he’s publicly associated with promote these topics. Not much research is 

necessary as to what he does: he uses his soccer career as an influence in soccer and for 

good.

If you’re not a recognized brand, or if you don’t want the business built around your name, 

then think of your name descriptively. This helps for several reasons:

           Tells people what you do or about the company1 

           Makes your business more search engine friendly

           Is more easily found by common Google searches

A quick lesson on the power of search engines, keywords and Google: Pinterest, YouTube 

and Google are search engines and Google owns YouTube, giving it’s own business ‘child’ 

preferential treatment for ranking for key words (words that are directly descriptive of 

what you do or want to be known for). An important consideration then when choosing a 

name is to consider what people will be searching for to find you? For example, in Jeremie’s 

business, many people find GFT based on a search for ‘soccer training Dallas.’

1 Unfortunately, the internet is powerful and full of knowledge, not all of it good. Search for your desired name and see what 
comes up. It may be affiliated with a topic that you want no part of, including pornography, violence, negative connotations, 
previously-used hashtags. 
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For the business name, it’s important to choose a name that is 

           Easy to remember

           Easy to spell

           Easy to trademark

           Good for SEO

           Communicates what you do

           Is descriptive

YOUR NAME AS THE 
BRAND
Is your name the best platform? Using your name can have some significant pros if you’re 

well-known, bringing trust and authority. However, some significant limitations come along 

with this.

Pros

           Instant sales because of notoriety

           Instant validation of product function (if based on your industry)

Cons

           Risks, associated with

 Loss of privacy

 Litigation and exposure

 Inclusion of personal life, spouse, kids and their activities / behaviors

           Can be difficult to scale

           May not be descriptive
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           May limit you to one type of business model or line of services

           Can prevent others from seeing any offers beyond the original one

Some services that individual ‘brands’ often sell around themselves and their faces include

     •     Product expertise

     •     Subject matter expertise

     •     Specific experience expertise

Famous examples of these include Tony Robbins, Gary Vaynerchuk and Oprah. But other 

well-known names built their reputations with a product or service before becoming 

a recognizable name. Examples of this would be Ryan Deiss, Rachel Miller and Ryan 

Levesque.

IMPORTANT NAMING 
CONSIDERATIONS

           What will people Google you for (e.g., soccer training, your name, your significant   

           other)? 

           Can you use Google search terms in naming your business2?

           Keep the URL (the www part) short

 Avoids potential for misspelling

 Avoids risk for typos

 Avoids misunderstood names

           Legally - is the name available? As llc, dba, url, social media handles

           Will it scale3 ? 

           Is the name professional? 

2 A great example of this is the domain www.dfwsoccertraining.com; this was a name GFT owned for 8 years and redirected 
to the main website until the name Global Fútbol Training grew in rank and popularity. So you can own more than one domain 
and do the same if you want but keep in mind this incurs extra cost and maintenance.
3 For example, under ‘soccer training’ other areas could fit with growth, including player psychology, player nutrition and 
more.

http://www.dfwsoccertraining.com
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Don’t limit yourself to local for a permanent solution, like the www.dfwsoccertraining.

com domain example in the footnotes, but consider a local-based URL that redirects to the 

primary domain.

RESEARCH YOUR NAME
Do NOT book your domain4 (the www.) or your social media handles until you know you 
can have the name as an LLC as well, unless you’ll be operating under a DBA5. You will 

need either an LLC or DBA for your bank (covered in the next download). All media handles 

should match, if possible. See link for free search in the footnotes.

4 You can look for free for available domains here. Do not secure the name yet. You’ll do this along with the video 
demonstration that comes next.
5 DBA: Doing business as, a legal form specifically for sole proprietors filed at your local county courthouse for limited money. 
LLC: Limited Liability Company, formed by your lawyer or CPA.

http://www.dfwsoccertraining.com
https://www.squarespace.com/domain-name-search
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ORDER OF NAME 
ORGANIZATION
When you choose a business name, if your name isn’t going to be the rock on which the 

business is built, choose a business name answering the following questions. Note that not 

all of these will be a yes but the majority should be answered affirmatively.

Write your business name idea here: 

           Will it scale?

           Is it descriptive? 

 Does it tell people what it’s about? (Note: if you’re already a household name, you   

                 can use your own name)

 Does it communicate what you’re providing?

 Does it explain your services?

 Is it Google or SEO friendly6?

           Is it short or long?

           Is it available? 

 Check Google, search for a domain, LLC

 Search on your state website

 Talk to your lawyer

 Write out your potential domain name here:

6 While search engine optimization (SEO) is taught in more detail later, think of choosing a name people would search for 
when looking for your product or service.
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           Can the name (or a reasonable abbreviation) be used as a social media handle?

 Write out potential social media handles here:

           Is the social media handle available on most platforms7? 

 Facebook

 Twitter

 YouTube

 Instagram

 Pinterest

CASE STUDY
Global Fútbol Training LLC original url was http://www.globalfutboltraining.org. Most 

people misspelled the name, typed the word football instead of futbol, and would use a 

.com address instead of .org. Social media handles weren’t secured until several years of 

business. By that time, people had begun abbreviating Global Fútbol Training to GFT. The 

reputation of GFT had grown to include being known for skills development. So people 

would say, “Hey, can I get some GFT skills?” The domain https://www.gftskills.com was 

purchased and corresponding social media handles were too, making it easy to tell people 

to find the company anywhere on the web or social media with @gftskills.

7 If you’re a video person, consider adding Snapchat to that list.

http://www.globalfutboltraining.org
https://www.gftskills.com
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